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The exciting new
reading programme based on
the latest literacy research!
. Proven approaches to help children become
reading-ready
. Embeds phonics and deepens comprehension
. Ideal for guided or independent reading

“Reading Planet really redefines our
understanding of how children learn to read. [...]
It’s a highly credible approach that will change
the way you teach, and it’s a sound investment
in more ways than one, with activities galore to
explore.” John Dabell, Teach Primary

Developed in association with

www.risingstars-uk.com

Four great reasons to choose
Reading Planet as your Reception
and KS1 reading programme!
1

Ensure every child is
reading-ready
A unique Lilac level prepares children for reading
using a powerful combination of speech rhythm
activities and wordless picture books.

2

Embed phonics and deepen
comprehension
48 fully decodable phonics books and over 100
highly decodable reading books allow children to
practise their phonic skills in context, while embedded
comprehension questions deepen understanding and
help prepare children for the National Tests.

3 Get kids hooked on
reading
All 204 books are written with humour and
heart by the best authors and illustrators
around. The exciting cross-curricular non-fiction,
poetry, stories and plays are packed with fun
and feisty modern characters that children,
parents and teachers will love.

4

Developed using evidence-based research
Rising Stars Reading Planet is underpinned by the latest research into literacy development
from Coventry University. It embeds speech rhythm activities that have been shown to
impact children’s reading development.

Speech Rhythm Sensitivity
Prof. Clare Wood,
Prof of Psychology in
Education at Coventry
University

Speech rhythm sensitivity is the ability to perceive aspects of
spoken English, such as stress, intonation and timing, as well
as the natural rhythm of language. Children who have poor
reading skills frequently lack this sensitivity, but it can be trained
and enhanced with simple activities.

“We know that children’s sensitivity to rhythm,
and to the rhythm of speech, is linked to their
reading ability. What we are now seeing is
evidence that not only is sensitivity to speech
rhythm trainable in young children, but that
such training benefits their early progress with
word reading.”

Emily Harrison, PhD researcher at Coventry University
“The results were fantastic in both the beginning readers and the older struggling readers, the speech rhythm
intervention resulted in significantly greater gains in reading […] This means that speech rhythm training is
effective both at the beginning of reading tuition and once children have already received some formal training.”

Find out more at www.risingstarsreadingplanet.com.
2

HOW IS RISING STARS
READING PLANET STRUCTURED?

Get your
hands on
free
samples b
y speakin
g to
your loca
l Reading
Planet
consultan
t.

Reading Planet is made up of four strands,
to ensure you have a fantastic variety and
choice of books at every book band level.
Band /
Strand

A unique lilac band of
wordless books to help
all children develop
the essential early
language skills for
reading readiness.

Fully decodable
phonics books give
children the opportunity
to practise their
emerging reading skills.

Exciting stories
featuring a cast of fun
characters that children
will love to go on
adventures with.

A wonderful collection
of fiction, non-fiction,
poetry and plays to
capture the interests of
every child.

Pink A

6 titles

6 titles

6 titles

Pink B

6 titles

6 titles

6 titles

Red A

6 titles

6 titles

6 titles

Red B

6 titles

6 titles

6 titles

Yellow

6 titles

6 titles

6 titles

Blue

6 titles

6 titles

6 titles

Green

6 titles

6 titles

6 titles

Orange

6 titles

6 titles

6 titles

6 titles

6 titles

6 titles

6 titles

6 titles

6 titles

6 titles

6 titles

Lilac

Turquoise
Purple
Gold
White

12 paired wordless books
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Key information:
. 12 paired reading books

Ensure every child is reading-ready with unique
Lilac level books to develop the essential skills
that all children need to begin reading.
This powerful combination of wordless books and speech
rhythm sensitivity training ensures children in Reception
and EYFS learn how to ‘tune in’ to sounds, music, rhythm and
rhymes whilst also learning the technical skills of how to handle and
navigate a book, and learning about narratives and sequencing.

. Audio recordings, songs

and rhymes for each book

. 1 x Teacher’s Guide
. 6 x Colourful posters
To create a bespoke pack to suit your needs
contact your local Reading Planet Consultant.

COVERS
PHASE
1
LETTERS OF
AND
SOUNDS

Easy to follow speech
rhythm activities

ON THE MOVE

ON THE MOVE
EARLY LEARNING GOALS

Bouncy Balloons

n

ratio

Allite

RHYTHM ACTIVITIES
1. Play a matching game. Make ‘travelling sounds’
from the fiction book and ask the children to say
which type of transport it matches, e.g. zoom, zoom
(roaring red rocket), a galloping sound (giddy
goat), boing-boing (big blue balloons). Now ask the
children to choose and make a new sound for you
to match to a picture. Extend the activity to play the
game beyond the book.
2. Play ‘Say it the same way’. Make a sound for a type
of transport in the non-fiction book, e.g. nee-nah,
nee-nah for a police siren. Ask the children to copy
the sound using the same tonal pattern. Repeat with
another sound.
3. Play ‘Listen to the claps’. Ask the children to listen.
Am I clapping ‘giddy golden goat’ or ‘roaring red
rocket’? Repeat with other phrases.

KEY THEMES
Travel and transport, making up ideas for stories, knowing
when something is true and when it is made up for fun,
recounting experiences.
Audio song; poem; sound lotto; the book narratives.
Tracks 21–25

POSTER

ENGAGING THE CHILDREN

Use the poster in whole-class or small-group work to
introduce the topic of alliteration and/or to expand topic
vocabulary. Use it alongside the sound lotto audio (track 23)
to play a sound matching game in which the children match
the letter sounds to the words (d-diving, c-crazy, h-hurrying,
p-prancing, e-elegant), then match the word to the animal
picture that begins with the same sound (diving dolphin, crazy
camel, hurrying huskies, prancing pony, elegant elephants).
Use the poster template. Display it as a stimulus for the
children’s own working display area linked to the topic. The
children can use the poster template on page 44 to create
their own poster using photos and sound files. Add the
children’s own versions of the poster and anything else
that is linked and of interest to them.

Continuous provision

I Spy
Non-fiction

F Overview: The children are

F Overview: A recount:

making up stories about how
they get to school each day.
They are playing a game with
us, as readers, which prompts a
discussion about telling the truth
and when it’s all right to make
up something for fun.

IDEAS FOR 10 MINUTE SPEECH

Communication and language: listening and attention,
understanding, speaking
Personal, social and emotional development:
managing feelings and behaviour
Literacy: reading, writing
Understanding the world: people and communities,
the world
Expressive arts and design: being imaginative

Fiction

F Key vocabulary: school, transport, animals.
F Key phrases: Alliterative phrases.
Letter sound

Vocabulary

b

bounce, big, blue, balloons

Ensure a range of transport toys are accessible,
including bikes, scooters, space hoppers, etc.
Make a pit of beanbags, soft balls or cushions available
for the children to play in. Does it feel like ‘clambering
through clouds’?
l Provide equipment to explore different types of
movement: bouncing, dancing, flying.
l Transform a large piece of equipment or a climbing
frame into a dragon or fantastic fish.
l Provide games that focus on alliteration: ‘Snap’, ‘Sound
lotto’ or ‘Buckets’ – into which the children place
objects that begin with the same letter sounds.
l Make laminated pictures of the books available for
the children to use for resequencing and retellings. If
available, leave recording tablets for the children to
capture their retellings and to share with others.
l Make the audio versions of the Reading Planet Lift-off
books available in a listening corner with headphones.
l Play outside with big blue balloons – bounce them,
punch them, pop them!
l Provide art materials to encourage the making of a
fantastic fish, a golden goat or comfy cloud.
l Arrange visits involving transport, if possible: sit on a
bus, in a fire engine, in a sports car, in a lorry. Ask
parents or carers for help with this.
l

F Key vocabulary: café,
food items, waitress,
numbers 1–10.

F Key phrases: Rhythm
and rhyme.

Number

Rhyming word

s

silver scooter, speedy skateboard, super

f

fly, fins, fantastic, fish

t

tow-truck, turning taxi, terrific

r

race, roaring, red, rockets

p

purple pram, powerful plane, perfect

g

gallop, giddy, golden, goat

r

rubber raft, rollercoaster, really

s

soar, Star Man, superhero

m

massive motorbike, mini moped, marvellous

b

bobbing blue boat, black bicycle, busy

1. Talk about the ways we get to school. Discuss the
different types of transport they use, and who or
what they see on the journey.
2. Share the book with the class or a small group;
refer to the notes in the book for support.
3. Talk about when it’s acceptable to make up stories
and when it is not. How do we know the characters
are playing with us?

l

children are playing I Spy
viewing the changing scenery
during their bus ride.

4. Play a simple game of ‘True or make-believe’,
e.g. I travel to school in my mum’s car. True or
make-believe? When I go on holiday, I am going
by rocket. True or make-believe?

1. Talk about the different ways we travel around.
Use the poster as further stimulus and to develop
discussions about how other people around the
world might travel as well as travelling for necessity
and travelling for fun.
2. Share the book with the class or a small group;
refer to the notes in the book for support.
3. Talk about travelling up high and a ‘bird’s-eye view’.
Where in school or locally is it possible to get
a ‘bird’s-eye view’? (e.g. top of the slide, top of
a hill.)

5. Together, sing or say rhymes about transport –
use the audio CD (tracks 24, 25).

4. Play a simple game of I Spy and/or Bingo
encouraging alliteration; use the PCMs on pages 43
and 62 to play the game.

6. Make a class version of the story, with the children
creating their own fantasy ideas.

5. Together, sing or say rhymes about transport –
use the audio CD (tracks 24, 25).

7. Go on a role-play walk together to retell the story,
imagining how it would be to travel in the various
different ways.

6. Make a class version of the recount.

8. Phonics: identify letters and letter sounds for the
children, including: b, f, r, g and s (as in the story).
Make up other alliterative phrases together; use
the PCM.
9. Ask the children to practise writing the letters in
response to letter sounds they hear.
10. Read other storybooks, poems and rhymes about
fantasy journeys.

7. Go on a role-play walk together to follow the
recount.
8. Phonics: identify letters and letter sounds for the
children, including: s, t, p, r, m, b. Make up other
alliterative phrases together, e.g. super scooters, an
arty ambulance, etc.
9. Ask the children to practise writing the letters in
response to letter sounds they hear.

Step-by-step
guidance on using
each of the books

10. Read other recounts and information books about
moving around and transport.

40

41

Reading_Planet_LILAC_TG.indd 40

Ideas and activities to support
Continuous provision
08/07/2016 11:16

Samples from Lift-off Teacher’s Guide
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Developed and written by language
development expert Gill Budgell
“Speech rhythm training is hugely important in preparing children for synthetic
phonics and supporting reading development. A focused, fun, daily activity can
make all the difference in developing happy, successful and confident readers.”
4
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FICTION

TITLES

Sample from Bouncy Balloons

NON-FICTION

Reading Planet Notes

about
AFTER Talk
SHARING

the story

Ask your child these questions:

Try these activities with your child:

About this book
This wordless book is designed to get your
child ready for reading. You can use it to
introduce:
the parts of a book (front cover,
back cover, blurb, etc.)
the correct order for reading a book
(front cover, the internal pages from
left to right, front to back, etc.)

Sample from I Spy

how to talk about a story and
retell it.
Join the children on the top deck of the
bus as they play I Spy on their journey
through town. Which forms of transport
do they spot beginning with the sounds:
s, t, p, r, m, and b?

Before sharing
Talk about the meaning of:
I Spy

bus

transport

Look at the front cover of the book
together. Read the title out loud and
talk about the game of I Spy.
Has your child played this
game before?

While sharing
Go through the story together, talking
about what is happening on each page.
Play I Spy as you go through the book.
For example, on page 2, say I spy with
my little eye something beginning with ‘s’.
(Say the sound ‘s’ not the letter name.)
See if your child can match the transport
beginning with each sound, e.g. s =
speedboat, scooter, skateboard etc.

Ready-to-read tip

Play a game
of I Spy in
yourthe
homechildren
or
Encourage your
child to notice
1 What
are
travelling
on?
outdoors. Take turns with your child to spy
letters and words on signs as
things beginning
withmany
differentchildren
sounds.
you walk
2 How
are on
thearound
bus?outdoors,
e.g. shop signs, supermarket
Put two chairs next to each other and
signs, notices, etc.
imagine you are on a bus. Talk about your
3 What transport did the children see beginning
journey. Where are you going? What can
you see? What
you hear?‘s’?
thecansound

with

Draw a picture or make a collage of
your favourite form of transport.

4 What transport did they see beginning with the
sound ‘p’?
Author: Gill Budgell

ISBN: 9781471876868

Copyright © 2016 Gill Budgell

Publisher: Helen Parker
Illustrator: Natalia Moore/Advocate Art

5 Have you ever travelled
on a bus,
train
or plane?
Academic Consultant:
Professor Clare
Wood,

Design, illustrations and layout © 2016 Rising Stars UK Ltd
First published in 2016 by Rising Stars UK Ltd

Rising Stars UK Ltd, part of Hodder Education Group
An Hachette UK Company
Carmelite House 50 Victoria Embankment
London EC4Y 0DZ

Coventry University

Educational Consultant: Madeleine Barnes

Brand design:
Barrera,
Kneath
6 What transport would
you Amparo
most
like
toAssociates
travel on?

Ready-to-read activity
Make a sound for a type of transport
in the book, e.g. nee-nah, nee-nah for
a police siren, then find the matching
picture in the book. Ask your child to copy
the sound. Swap roles and ask them to
choose and make a new sound for
you to match to a picture.

www.risingstars-uk.com

Design concept: Mo Choy Design
Book design: Sally Boothroyd

Editorial: Jane Jackson, Louise Jacklin
With thanks to the schools that took part in the development of Reading Planet, including: Fairway Primary School,
Stockport; Haworth Primary School; Hucklow School, Sheffield; Irthlingborough Nursery and Infant School;
Salusbury Primary School, London; St Augustine’s Catholic Primary School, Coventry and St Patrick’s Catholic
Primary School, Walthamstow.
The publishers would like to thank the following for permission to reproduce copyright material:
Photo credits: cover: © Philip lange/shutterstock; p1: © Philip lange/shutterstock; p2: © Venus Angel; PhotoBalance/
shutterstock; p3: © Krivosheev Vitaly/shutterstock; p4: © Jag_cz; Elnur/shutterstock; p5: © ssuaphotos; saknakorn/
shutterstock; p6: © MiloVad; Supertrooper/shutterstock; p7: © andras_csontos; PerutskyiPetro/shutterstock
All rights reserved. Apart from any use permitted under UK copyright law, no part of this publication may be reproduced
or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying and recording, or held
within any information storage and retrieval system, without permission in writing from the publisher or under licence
from the Copyright Licensing Agency Limited. Further details of such licences (for reprographic reproduction) may be
obtained from the Copyright Licensing Agency Limited, Saffron House, 6–10 Kirby Street, London EC1N 8TS.

Helpful reading notes and comprehension
questions can be found in each book.

British Library Cataloguing-in-Publication Data A CIP record for this book is available from the British Library

After sharing, go to the back of
the book for more ideas!

Printed in Hong Kong

Can your child retell the story using their own words?

Hachette UK’s policy is to use papers that are natural, renewable and recyclable products and made from wood grown in
sustainable forests. The logging and manufacturing processes are expected to conform to the environmental regulations
of the country of origin.
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Key information:
. 48 x fully decodable
reading books

. 2 x Teacher’s Guides

48 fully decodable readers that are perfectly
designed to use alongside your phonics teaching.

. Available in Independent

or Guided Reading Packs

Covering Pink A to Orange, each level has been expertly aligned
with Letters and Sounds phases to slot seamlessly into your teaching.

To create a bespoke pack to suit your needs
contact your local Reading Planet Consultant.

Each book focuses on key phonemes, allowing children to practise
their newly acquired decoding skills through engaging stories and
non-fiction. The key phonemes are highlighted in the front of each book
to make it easy to find the appropriate reading book for each child.

BooK oVERVIEW

JAM MUffInS
GUIDED GRoUP READInG
BEfoRE READInG
Book introduction:
Share the session focus with the children. Today we will:
Read the sentences.
Check that we understand the story.
● Use flashcards or mini whiteboards to revise the
following Red A letter/sound correspondences:
j, w, x, y, z, qu.
● Practise reading the tricky words in this book:
let’s, all, they, are.
● As a group, look at the cover image, title and blurb of
the book. Ask the children:
What do you think the story will be about?
Do you like jam muffins?
●

Step-by-step guided
reading notes

Strategy check:
Remind the children of the strategies they can use for
reading. Ask: What do you do if you come to a word you
don’t know?
● I can look at letters in the word, make their sounds, and
blend them together.
● I can look for words that I already know and use them
to help me work out the word I don’t know.

DURInG READInG
Independent reading:
●
●

●
●
●

●
●

●

Remind the children of the session focus.
Encourage the children to read independently
while you listen to each child in the group in turn.
Most will be able to blend independently at this stage
but some may require support with consonant clusters
and longer words.
Remind the children to track words with their finger.
Model sounding out and blending, or ask individuals to
break down words to the group.
Highlight examples of successful problem solving. Say:
You realised that sentence didn’t make sense and you
read it again… Well done!
Pause after each page to re-read the sentence.
Ask questions specific to each page to check for
understanding. For example:
Who could smell jam muffins on page 2?
How did Frog get across the pond on page 4?
Discuss the illustrations. For example: What did Fox’s
raft look like on page 5?

COVER
LETTERS S
AND
SOUNDS
PHASES
2–6

d
Re

Frog and Fox smell
jam muffins. They race to
the other side of the pond
to get them, but Duck beats
them to it.

A

AfTER READInG
Return to the text:
Talk about any words that the children found difficult to
break down or pronounce.
Discuss any words or concepts that they struggled to
understand.
● Encourage the children to reflect on their learning.
Ask them:
Which part did you enjoy?
Were any parts of the story tricky to understand?
● Use the comprehension questions at the end of the book
to talk about the story and discuss the theme of the race
between the characters.
● If time permits, ask the following to check understanding
of the story and further explore the themes:
Who followed Frog and Fox on their journey?
How many lily pads did Frog jump on?
What colour was the tent?
What did Frog and Fox find when they reached the tent?
What do you think they did next?

Jam Muffins

Name:

Date:

Play the game in pairs.
Take turns to throw a dice and move to the right square.
Read the word. Be the first to win the muffins!

●
●

Follow-up activities
1. Using the worksheet, children practise blending words
from the story and following rules.
● In pairs, they should take turns to roll a dice.
● They move a counter along the appropriate number of
squares.
● They then read the word in the square they land on.
2. Children draw their favourite part of the story and write
their own sentence to go with the picture.

muffins

START

pond
frog

fox
rock

skip

swim
hop

run

smell
raft

Speech rhythm activity
Activity

Say it the same way

Description

Ask the children to copy a sound with
the same tone, intonation or pattern,
e.g. splish, splash, (frog in the pond).
Ask the children if they can think of
another word or phrase like this for
the other children to copy.

Children’s
response

Repeat the sound in the same way
using the same intonation.

quick

jump

WIN

48

Photocopiable activity
sheet for further
extension and practice

pads

twig

jog
hens

Reading Planet Rocket Phonics © Rising Stars 2016. You may photocopy this page.

Sample page from Rocket Phonics Teacher’s
Guide A: Teaching Notes for Red A Jam Muffins

Easy-to-follow speech rhythm
activities to accelerate
reading skills development

Developed by Abigail Steel,
expert phonics and literacy consultant
“These content-rich phonics reading books are perfect for young readers to
practise and apply their word reading knowledge and skills whilst developing
a love of reading.”
6

48
TITLES

PINK A
– ORAN
G

E

Sample from Red A: Jam Muffins

"The text to help adults
is GREAT – love the ‘talk
about the story’ part”
Salusbury Primary School

Helpful reading notes and
comprehension questions in every book

Reading Planet Notes

AFTER
TalkREADING
about

the story

Try these activities with your child:

AskLook
your
child these questions:
back through the story and find
Before reading
In this book
Your child will practise
these key sounds:

j (as in jet)
w (as in web)
x (as in fox)
y (as in yak)
z (as in zebra)
qu (as in queen)
Your child may need
help with these words:

let’s
all

they
are

Ready-to-read activity
Say the title of the story (Jam Muffins) using
different voices and intonation. Ask your
child to copy you. For example, say Mmmm,
jaaaam muffins (as if you can smell delicious
jam muffins), or Jam Muffins? (as if you
are posing a question).

1

Before you begin, talk about the cover and
the title. Ask your child:

Duck in each picture. Ask your child
why
they think
Duckwet
was following
How
many
pads did
Fox and Frog.

Ready-to-read tip

Re-reading your child’s
favourite book can develop
ability to notice patterns
Frogtheir
hop
on?
and sequences, which are
useful skills in other
run past?school subjects.

What are Fox and the Frog thinking about?

Talk about the ingredients you would
2 need
How
many hens did Fox
to make muffins. What flavour

What do you think is going to happen
in the story?

3 Make
Why
did
Foxorand
Frog want to get to the jam muffins?
some
muffins
fairy cakes!

While reading

muffins would you like to make?

Author:
4 Who ate the jam muffins
inAlison
theMilford
end?

ISBN: 978 1 47187 997 5

Series Editor: Abigail Steel

Give your child time to read each word.
If they hesitate or make a mistake, don’t
jump in too quickly to correct them.

Text, design and layout © 2016 Rising Stars UK Ltd

If your child gets stuck, tell them to point
at the individual sounds in words and
say them out loud.

Carmelite House 50 Victoria Embankment London

Talk about what’s happening on each
page of the story to check your child’s
understanding.
While reading page 3, ask your child
whether they think Fox or Frog will get
to the jam muffins first. As you continue
reading, ask your child if their opinion
has changed.

Publisher: Helen Parker

5 Have you ever been camping
in aBarnes/Bright
tent? Group International
Illustrator: Kimberley

First published in 2016 by Rising Stars UK Ltd

Rising Stars UK Ltd, part of Hodder Education Group
An Hachette UK Company

Academic Consultant: Professor Clare Wood,
Coventry University

Educational Consultant:
Tracey Matthews
6 Have you ever made muffins
or cakes?

EC4Y 0DZ
www.risingstars-uk.com

Brand design: Amparo Barrera, Kneath Associates
Design concept: Mo Choy
Page layout: Elektra Media
Editorial: Joyce Dixon, Sophie Gray and Kirsten Taylor

With thanks to the schools that took part in the development of Reading Planet, including:
Fairway Primary School, Stockport; Haworth Primary School, Haworth; Irthlingborough Nursery & Infant School;
Mile Oak School, Brighton; Salusbury Primary School, London; St Augustine’s Catholic Primary School, Coventry
and St Patrick’s Catholic Primary School, London.
All rights reserved. Apart from any use permitted under UK copyright law, no part of this publication may be
reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying and
recording, or held within any information storage and retrieval system, without permission in writing from the
publisher or under licence from the Copyright Licensing Agency Limited. Further details of such licences (for
reprographic reproduction) may be obtained from the Copyright Licensing Agency Limited, Saffron House, 6–10
Kirby Street, London EC1N 8TS.
British Library Cataloguing-in-Publication Data A CIP record for this book is available from the British Library

After reading, encourage your child to
talk about the story. You’ll find ideas
for questions and activities at the back
of this book.

8

Reading notes to support teachers and parents

Printed in China
Hachette UK’s policy is to use papers that are natural, renewable and recyclable products and made from wood
grown in sustainable forests. The logging and manufacturing processes are expected to conform to the environmental regulations of the country of origin.

Can your child retell the story using their own words?

12

Comprehension questions to check understanding
7
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Key information:
. 72 x expertly levelled
reading books

. 3 x Teacher’s Guides

Join the Comet Street Kids on their
action-packed adventures across
72 expertly levelled stories.

. Available in Independent or
Guided Reading Packs

To create a bespoke pack to suit your needs
contact your local Reading Planet Consultant.

Children, parents and teachers will grow to know and love Rav
and his band of feisty friends through their adventures, ranging
from the familiar to the fantastical.
These highly decodable reading books include support for
teachers, TAs and parents as well as comprehension questions to
check understanding.

Rav

Reading Planet Notes

Your child may need help with
these words:

forward
today
story
once
use
head
give
together
Say them out loud together before you
start reading.

Ready-to-read activity
When talking about a book, ask your
child questions that begin Why ...
How … Which … Where …
to make your child think
and talk more about
the story.

Helpful discussion prompts
and key words included at
the front of every book

Before reading
Read the title and back cover blurb to
your child. Ask your child:
Have you ever been in a talent contest?
Did you enjoy it?

Tess

Finn

AFTER READING
Ready-to-read tip

Try these activities with your child:

In this book

Asha

Make a hand puppet using a sock or a
paper bag.
How would you finish the story Tess is telling
in her puppet show?
Pretend you are in a talent contest. What
would you do? Practise and perform your act!
ISBN: 9781471878442

Re-reading a favourite book
to your child can develop their
ability to notice patterns and
sequences, which are useful
skills in other school
subjects.

Ideas for extension
activities included
at the back of every
book

Authors: Adam and Charlotte Guillain
Series Editor: Catherine Coe

Copyright © 2016 Adam and Charlotte Guillain

Publisher: Helen Parker

Design, illustrations and layout © 2016 Rising Stars
UK Ltd

Illustrators: Cherie Zamazing and Gareth Conway
/Bright Group International

Talk about the story and the
illustrations as you go through the
book. For example, on page 3, ask:
What is happening in the picture?
What has Tess got in her hands? What
do you think Tess is going to do with
the puppets?

First published in 2016 by Rising Stars UK Ltd

Academic Consultant: Professor Clare Wood,

After reading page 11, ask your child
what they think will happen next.

Fairway Primary School, Stockport; Irthlingborough Nursery & Infant School; Mile Oak School, Brighton;
Salusbury Primary School, London; St Augustine’s Catholic Primary School, Coventry; and St John’s Primary
School, Kenilworth.

While reading

Point out and discuss the use of
exclamation marks when Tess and
Asha win the talent contest.

Rising Stars UK Ltd, part of Hodder Education
Group

University
Talk Coventry
about
the story
Educational Consultant: Madeleine Barnes

An Hachette UK Company

design: Amparo Barrera, Kneath Associates
Ask yourBrand
child
these questions:

Carmelite House 50 Victoria Embankment London
EC4Y 0DZ

Design concept and page layout: Mo Choy Design

Editorial: Jane Jackson, Louise Jacklin
1 In Tess’s
story, which animal did the farmer
take to market?

www.risingstars-uk.com

With thanks to the schools that took part in the development of Reading Planet, including:

2 What did the fox use to trick the farmer?
3 Where did the talent contest take place?

All rights reserved. Apart from any use permitted under UK copyright law, no part of this publication may be
reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying and
recording, or held within any information storage and retrieval system, without permission in writing from the
publisher or under licence from the Copyright Licensing Agency Limited. Further details of such licences (for
reprographic reproduction) may be obtained from the Copyright Licensing Agency Limited, Saffron House,
6–10 Kirby Street, London EC1N 8TS.

4 Why did Asha help Tess?

5 What other things could you do in a talent contest?
6 Have you ever helped out a friend in trouble?
What did you do?

British Library Cataloguing-in-Publication Data A CIP record for this book is available from the British Library

After reading, encourage your child
to talk about the story. You’ll find ideas
for questions and activities at the back
of this book.

Printed in China

Hachette UK’s policy is to use papers that are natural, renewable and recyclable products and made from
wood grown in sustainable forests. The logging and manufacturing processes are expected to conform to the
environmental regulations of the country of origin.
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Sample reading notes and comprehension
questions from The Talent Contest
Can your child retell the story using their own words?
16
878442_3_86TalentContest_1-16.indd 16

Comprehension questions to help
develop key skills in every book
05/08/2016 16:19:14

Written by storytelling pair extraordinaire,
Adam and Charlotte Guillain

8

Adam and Charlotte Guillain are highly experienced educational and children’s picture book
writers. They believe in the power of storytelling to enhance children’s learning, and regularly
train teachers and visit classrooms to bring their stories to life!
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Sample from Yellow: The Talent Contest

Dyslexia-friendly coloured
backgrounds on all books

Sample from Orange: The Pharaoh’s Cat
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Galaxy
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Key information:
. 72 x expertly levelled
reading books

. 3 x Teacher’s Guides

72 expertly levelled, captivating fiction and
non-fiction titles perfect for the inquisitive and
imaginative children in your class.

. Available in Independent

or Guided Reading Packs

To create a bespoke pack to suit your needs
contact your local Reading Planet Consultant.

Ensure that children have access to a wide range of different
genres and text types appropriate to their reading level, to
widen vocabulary, broaden knowledge and nurture reading for
pleasure. Themes and topics have been carefully chosen, making
them ideal for cross-curricular reading including:
• A Day in the City
• Starting School
• Winter Coat, Summer Coat

FICTIO
NON-FI N,
CTI
POETRY ON,
AND
PLAYS!

• Dinosaur World Records
• The Ancient World (Stone Age to Romans)
• Antarctic Base Diary

Reading Planet Notes

AfteR ReAdiNg
Talk about

the story

Try these activities with your child:

Answer the questions:

Before reading
in this book
Your child may need help with
these words:

walking
voice
money
always
place
soldiers
knew

gone
heavy
armour
water
surprise
together

Say them out loud together before
you start reading.

Reading tip
After reading a book, ask your child if they
can make any links between this and other
stories they have read. Would they like to
read more books on this topic? Encourage
them to explain why or why not.

Look at the book cover and the back cover
text. Ask your child: What is happening in
the picture? Have you heard of Robin Hood
before? What do you know about him?

While reading
Pause occasionally and ask your child
to tell you what has happened so far.
Check their understanding by asking
questions such as: Who is taking money
from the old man? Where is Robin
hiding?
Discuss the different characters in the
story. Ask your child: What are they
doing that makes them good or bad?
Occasionally, ask your child to predict
what is going to happen next in the story.
If your child has had trouble reading a
sentence, re-read it to them with
expression. This will help them
understand the meaning.

Act out one or two scenes from the story.
Make1them
as exciting
as possible,
with
What
did
the Sheriff
sound effects such as sneezing and
old man?
squelching!
Draw a picture that shows your
2 part
What
made
favourite
of the story.
Why Robin
do
you like this part the best?

Reading tip
Ask your child to think of an
ofalternative
Nottingham
take
ending to a new
or
familiar story. This will help to
develop their imagination and to
engage more with the story.

from the

sneeze when he was hiding?

3 How did Robin know his friends were close by?

Find out more about the character of
Robin Hood. Read some other stories
4 Why did the Sheriff
about him.

run away from Robin and

his friends?

ISBN: 978 1 47187 796 4

Author: Ciaran Murtagh

Editor: Sasha Morton
5 Can you think of Series
any
other
Publisher:
Helen
Parker hiding places in
llustrator: Alan Brown/Advocate Art
Academic
Consultant: Professor Clare Wood,
a forest?
Coventry University

Text, design and layout © 2016 Rising Stars UK Ltd
First published in 2016 by Rising Stars UK Ltd
Rising Stars UK Ltd, part of Hodder Education Group
An Hachette UK Company
Carmelite House 50 Victoria Embankment
London EC4Y 0DZ

Educational Consultants: Madeleine Barnes and

Dawn Robertson
6 Have you ever visited
a Amparo
forest?
did you see?
Brand design:
Barrera,What
Kneath Associates

www.risingstars-uk.com

Design concept: Mo Choy Design
Book design: Lorraine Inglis
Inside cover typesetting: Sg Creative Services
Project Manager: Tracey Cowell
Editorial: Sarah Chappelow, Jane Jackson, Kirsten Taylor

With thanks to the schools that took part in the development of Reading Planet, including: Fairway Primary School,
Stockport; Irthlingborough Nursery & Infant School; Mile Oak School, Brighton; Salusbury Primary School, London;
St Augustine’s Catholic Primary School, Coventry; and St John’s Primary School, Kenilworth.
All rights reserved. Apart from any use permitted under UK copyright law, no part of this publication may be reproduced
or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying and recording, or held
within any information storage and retrieval system, without permission in writing from the publisher or under licence from
the Copyright Licensing Agency Limited. Further details of such licences (for reprographic reproduction) may be obtained
from the Copyright Licensing Agency Limited, Saffron House, 6–10 Kirby Street, London EC1N 8TS.
British Library Cataloguing-in-Publication Data A CIP record for this book is available from the British Library.
Printed in China

After reading, encourage your child to
talk about the story. You’ll find ideas for
questions and activities at the back of
this book.

Hachette UK’s policy is to use papers that are natural, renewable and recyclable products and made from wood grown in
sustainable forests. The logging and manufacturing processes are expected to conform to the environmental regulations of
the country of origin.

Can you retell the story in your own words?
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Sample reading notes and comprehension questions from Robin Hood
Reader
review!

Featured writers and illustrators
Writers and illustrators from the series include Joe Berger (authorillustrator of the Bridget Fidget stories), Simon Bartram (authorillustrator of Bob on the Moon and many other exciting Bob
stories), Linda Chapman (author of My Secret Unicorn and many
other series) and Brian Moses (one of the UK’s most famous
performance poets).
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“I like this book
because the bike looks
silly as it has a net on
the back and a basket
full of honey and the
pictures are great.”
Thomas, Reception

NON-FICTION

72
TITLES

PINK A
– WHIT
E

Sample from Red B: Grow a Pumpkin

FICTION

Sample from Green: Robin Hood
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Reading Planet Teacher’s Guides
Nine supportive Teacher’s Guides developed with reading experts at Coventry
University and practising teachers, offer guidance on teaching reading right from
the very start. Each Teacher’s Guide includes:
• an introduction to the effectiveness of
speech rhythm sensitivity training including
access to a CPD video
• guided reading notes for each book to
ensure you get the most out of every
session
• a free CD containing audio recordings of
each book narrated by professional actors
• clear and effective formative assessment
guidance to meet the requirements of the
new curriculum.
CPD video on speech rhythm sensitivity

BooK oVERVIEW

LoST!
GUIDED GRoUP READInG
BEfoRE READInG
Book introduction:
●

●

●
●

Share the session focus with the children. Today we will:
Read the sentences.
Check that we understand the story.
Use flashcards or mini whiteboards to revise the
following Red B letter/sound correspondences:
ch, sh, th, ai, ee, igh, oo.
Practise reading the tricky words in this book:
he, her, she, all, was.
As a group, look at the cover image, title and blurb of
the book. Ask the children:
What do you think the story will be about?
Have you ever been lost?

Strategy check:
Remind the children of the strategies they can use for
reading. Ask: What do you do if you come to a word you
don’t know?
● I can make sure that what I have said matches what I
can see.
● I can think about whether what I’ve read sounds right.

DURInG READInG
Independent reading:
●
●

●
●
●

●
●

●

Remind the children of the session focus.
Encourage the children to read independently while
you listen to each child in the group in turn. Most will
be able to blend independently at this stage but some
may require support with consonant clusters and longer
words.
Remind the children to track underneath the words with
their finger.
Model sounding out and blending, or ask individuals to
break down words to the group.
Highlight examples of successful problem solving. Say:
You realised that sentence didn’t make sense and you
read it again… Well done!
Pause after each page to re-read the sentence.
Ask questions specific to each page to check for
understanding. For example:
Where did Mum look for Tom on page 2?
Where did Tom look for Mum on page 3?
Discuss the illustrations. For example: What is Mum
wearing on page 2?

d
Re

Mum and Tom think they
have lost each other on a
shopping trip. They look
everywhere, and are reunited
at the clock for a hug.

B

AfTER READInG
Return to the text:
●
●
●

●

●

Talk about any words that the children found difficult to
break down or pronounce.
Discuss any words or concepts that they struggled to
understand.
Encourage the children to reflect on their learning.
Ask them:
Which part did you enjoy?
Were any parts of the story tricky to understand?
Use the comprehension questions at the end of the book
to talk about the story and discuss the theme of getting
lost.
If time permits, ask the following to check understanding
of the story and further explore the themes:
Why do you think Mum and Tom lost one another?
How would you feel if you were lost?
What should you do if you get lost?
Who did Mum and Tom speak to?
Where did they find one another?

Follow-up activities
1. Using the worksheet, children practise reading
sentences from the story and using pictures to support
text by matching the sentences to the pictures from
the book.
2. As a group, practise segmenting words. Dictate words
from the story, e.g. Tom, Mum, lost, run, hunt, benches,
shop, sweets, trees, between.
3. Children draw their own pictures of someone who has
just been found and label it with a sentence.

Speech rhythm activity
Activity

What does it sound like?

Description

Clap out a phrase or sentence from
the story. Ask children to listen and
match the clap to the phrase.
Can they produce a clapped rhythm
for other children to copy?

Children’s
response

Match the clapped rhythm to the
phrase.
Say their own phrase and clap the
rhythm.

58

Sample from Rocket Phonics Teacher’s Guide A
12

Lost!

Name:

Guided reading notes
for Before, During,
and After reading

Date:

Draw lines to match the sentences to the pictures from the story.

Mum can see Tom
at the big clock.

She hugs him tight
to her chest.

Follow-up
photocopiable
activities for further
consolidation

Tom has lost Mum.

Reading Planet Rocket Phonics © Rising Stars 2016. You may photocopy this page.

Easy to follow speech rhythm
activities for every session within
levels Lilac to Red B

Teachers at user schools will be able to
download PDFs of the Teacher’s Guide
materials by logging into their My Rising Stars
account at www.risingstars-uk.com.

t
Reading Plane
Online Library
With Rising Stars Reading Planet Online Library
subscription you get unlimited access to the
Reading Planet eBook library in school, at home,
and on any device, plus extra CPD.

COMIN
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What’s included?
204 eBooks viewable on tablets and PCs
that include:
• audio synchronisation
• embedded comprehension quizzes
• easy-to-use reports to track progress.

Pupils can login and see:
• books allocated to them by the teacher
• books they’ve already read
• quiz scores for each quiz taken
• avatars to personalise their own reading area.

204 eBooks for use on any device

Help me! Quiz
RETRIEVAL

INFERENCE

PREDICTION

SEQUENCING

Teachers can login and:
• search for books
• use eBooks full screen on a Whiteboard
• allocate books to pupils
• report on pupil progress by quiz score
• access CPD bitesize videos including topics such as:
speech rhythm, phonics, developing comprehension,
engaging parents, setting up a ‘love reading’ school,
and getting the most out of digital reading.

Reading Planet Reporting

Teachers at user schools will be able to
access the Online Library by logging
into their My Rising Stars account at
www.risingstars-uk.com.

Bitesize CPD videos
13
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Reading Planet Notes

Rising Stars Reading Planet embeds a wealth of resources that aim
to give parents the information and guidance they need to support
their child in their reading.

AfteR ReA

Try these acti

Before reading
in this book
Your child may need help with
these words:

walking
voice
money
always
place
soldiers
knew

In-book reading support
Each book includes guidance for parents on things to do before reading, during
reading and after reading, as well as carefully crafted questions to develop
children’s comprehension skills.

gone
heavy
armour
water
surprise
together

Say them out loud together before
you start reading.

Look at the book cover and the back cover
text. Ask your child: What is happening in
the picture? Have you heard of Robin Hood
before? What do you know about him?

Draw a p
favourite
you like th

Find out m
Robin Ho
about him

While reading
Pause occasionally and ask your child
to tell you what has happened so far.
Check their understanding by asking
questions such as: Who is taking money
from the old man? Where is Robin
hiding?
Discuss the different characters in the
story. Ask your child: What are they
doing that makes them good or bad?
Occasionally, ask your child to predict
what is going to happen next in the story.

Reading tip
After reading a book, ask your child if they
can make any links between this and other
stories they have read. Would they like to
read more books on this topic? Encourage
them to explain why or why not.

Act out on
Make the
sound effe
squelching

If your child has had trouble reading a
sentence, re-read it to them with
expression. This will help them
understand the meaning.

ISBN: 978 1 47187 7

Text, design and layou
First published in 2016
Rising Stars UK Ltd, pa
An Hachette UK Comp
Carmelite House 50 Vi
London EC4Y 0DZ

www.risingstars-uk.com
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Reading Planet Reading Record

After reading, encourage your child to
talk about the story. You’ll find ideas for
questions and activities at the back of
this book.

Cost-effective Reading Records are also
available to support teachers and parents in
getting the most out of every reading session
at home. Reading Records include:

I tried
hard wormy best, there
ds today.
were som
e

RP_Green_173_Robin Hood_cover_HR.indd 3-4

Reading notes to support parents

• tips for parents on what to look out for and
feed back on
• high frequency and common exception
words.

Reading Planet Guide to Reading with your Child
Help your child
become a conf
ident
reader with Rea
ding Planet!

FREE* Reading Planet Guide to Reading with your Child for every parent or carer
at your school, offering clear and accessible advice on how to best support children
using Rising Stars Reading Planet.
Wordless
books

Wider
reading

Adventure
stories

What do the colours mean?

hoW to read With yoUr child

Lilac
Level 0

These books are wordless and are fully illustrated to prepare children
for reading.

Pink A
Level 1A

Learners start to apply their early word reading skills to read simple
sentences. There is a single sentence on every left-hand page.
Content at these early levels is very much based around familiar
experiences.

Pink B
Level 1B

Similar to Pink A, but with one sentence on every page.

Red A
Level 2A

Learners are developing their confidence to tackle slightly longer
sentences. These books have 1–2 one-line sentences per page.

Red B
Level 2B

As for Red A, but sentences can be longer than one line.

Yellow
Level 3

Sentences are slightly more complex with more developed storylines
and non-fiction texts.

Blue
Level 4

The quantity of text gradually increases to approximately six lines per
page. Books may include some abstract terms and non-fiction will
include some sub-headings.

Green
Level 5

Stories are less reliant on familiar experiences and include more
sophisticated humour and suspense. There are a larger number of
characters, and events sometimes continue over several pages.

Orange
Level 6

The meaning of text is still straightforward, but readers should be able
to understand without needing literal explanations.

Turquoise
Level 7

Books include longer descriptions and feature a wider range of
punctuation and unusual vocabulary.

Purple
Level 8

Readers may be able to pick up themes and books may have short
chapters. There are more opportunities for readers to ask and answer
questions about characters.

Gold
Level 9

Books contain challenging sentence structures, with more unknown
words per page. Characters are more distinct and rounded.

White
Level 10

Readers may be surprised or have their expectations challenged.
There may be more than one point of view presented and information
is suggested rather than spelled out.

Guide to Reading with your Child

RP_Parent Guide.indd 7

Fully decodable
reading
books

You may know that it’s really important
to support and encourage reading at
home, but what do you need to do
when your child brings a book home,
and how can you pick up where the
teacher left off? The summary of key
findings in Reading for Enjoyment:
A literature review (2016, National
Literacy Trust) shows that you can really
make a difference.

Find more guida
nce and free
support at
risingstarsreadi
ngplanet.com/pa
rents

Guide to Read
ing
with your Child
Ways to help
your child get
the
most from rea
ding at home

Making sense
of phonics
Book banding
explained
Ideas for deve
loping understa
nding

For more informat
ion, please

ngstars-uk.com
“Parental beliefs, www.risi
attitudes
and call 01235 400555
behaviours directly support their
child’s reading for enjoyment and
have also been linked with higher
reading scores and higher reading
motivations.”

Reading for Enjoyment: A literature
review (2016, National Literacy Trust)

Here are five steps to success when reading with your child:
1 Create a routine
It can be hard to find the perfect moment to sit down and enjoy reading
together. If you can, get into a routine of reading at the same time each day so
that you are more likely to stick to a daily reading session. Reading together at
bedtime is a popular choice, but you might find early morning or after school
sessions more successful if your child is too tired in the evening.
2 Make time to read little and often
Reading together doesn’t have to take a long time; just ten minutes a day
makes a positive impact. If your child is really engaged in the reading session,
continue for longer, but if they are tired after a busy day at school (or if you’re
tired after a busy day at work … ) just read a few pages to maintain the routine.
3 Prepare a reading environment
Learning to read can be hard and it feels even harder if there are lots of
distractions at home. Try to find a quiet space – no TV, no siblings or pets
making noise. Also think about being comfortable, in a place with enough
light. Feeling relaxed will help your child to enjoy the experience even more.

7
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Guide to Reading with your Child

RP_Parent Guide.indd 8

Guide to Reading with your Child

12/08/2016 16:07

*T&Cs – This free guide is available as a downloadable PDF to every school who purchases Teacher’s Guides from the Reading Planet range. A special
introductory offer of free printed copies of the guide is available to schools who spend over £2,500 on Reading Planet resources.
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To evaluate Reading Planet for FREE, you can…

The launch pad to reading success!
risingstarsreadingplanet.com
risingstarsreadingplanet.com

Order the Reading Planet
Evaluation Pack
to spend
on
Reading
Planet

(T&Cs apply, see inside)

£50 voucher to spend
on Reading Planet!

£50
voucher

risingstarsreadingplanet.com

Developed in association with

Or

Contact your local
Reading Planet
consultant

One copy of the Reading Planet
Reading Record
One copy of the Guide to
reading with your child

Reading Planet USB with audio
narratives for each book

You can explore the resources within the
Evaluation Pack for free for 30-days.
Visit risingstarsreadingplanet.com/eval to
place your order.
Teacher’s
Guide Sample
Notes and
Activities

Sample Teacher’s Guide notes
and activities for each book
2x

2x

2x

They will be happy to discuss your
requirements, show you the series and find
a package to suit your school’s needs.
You can find their details overleaf.

risingstarsreadingplanet.com

Contact your
local consultant
for more
details

2x

8 reading books

What’s included in your Evaluation Pack?

risingstarsreadingplanet.com

r ion
Fo pt S 1
ce d K
Re an

Evaluation
Pack

Developed for the
20 14 national curriculum!

Building your order…

risingstarsreadingplanet.com

Choose the level or book band that you need to cover

2x

2x

risingstarsreadingplanet.com

2x

Choose the ideal strands for your children

2x

White

Teacher’s
Guide Sample
Notes and
Activities

Gold

Sample Teacher’s Guide notes
and activities for each book

Purple

Reading Planet USB with audio
narratives for each book

Turquoise

Green

One copy of the Guide to
reading with your child

Orange

to spend
on
Reading
Planet

Blue

£50
voucher

Yellow

(T&Cs apply, see inside)

Red A/B

One copy of the Reading Planet
Reading Record

Pink A/B

£50 voucher to spend
on Reading Planet!

Lilac

Developed in association with

8 reading books

What’s included in your Evaluation Pack?

2
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The launch pad to reading success!
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Wordless books to get every child reading-ready

Evaluation
Pack

Developed for the
20 14 national curriculum!

Fully decodable books to practise phonics in context

RP Evaluation Pack_1.indd 1

08/07/2016 10:12

Fun adventures with a band of feisty friends
Wide variety of exciting fiction, non-fiction, poetry and plays

3

Choose from Independent or Guided Reading Packs
Independent Reading Packs

Guided Reading Packs

Independent Reading Packs include one copy
of each of the titles in a particular book band.

Guided Reading Packs include six copies of
each of the titles in a particular book band.

For example: Rocket Phonics Pink A Independent
Reading Pack would include:

For example: Rocket Phonics Pink A Guided
Reading Pack would include:

1 x On the Dot
1 x Mop It!
1 x Sit and Sip

1 x The Mat
1 x Not the Cat!
1 x No Gas!

Independent Reading Packs start from
£21 for 6 books

6 x On the Dot
6 x Mop It!
6 x Sit and Sip

6 x The Mat
6 x Not the Cat!
6 x No Gas!

Guided Reading Packs start from
£117 for 36 books

15

5

Find out more and take a
closer look at the series with
a free visit from your local
Reading Planet consultant.
The North
Northern Primary Manager
Lesley Burgess
lesley.burgess@risingstars-uk.com
07790 737686

The North West
Clare Deary
clare.deary@risingstars-uk.com
07816 892352

Surrey, Central and South London
Fiona Brophy
fiona.brophy@risingstars-uk.com
07584 461793

The Midlands
Eve Smith
eve.smith@risingstars-uk.com
07703 566678

The South
Southern Primary Manager
Alison Lapthorn
alison.lapthorn@risingstars-uk.com
07841 815688

Hampshire and the South West
Barbara Lowe
barbara.lowe@risingstars-uk.com
07703 566688

The North East
Nicola Brass
nicola.brass@risingstars-uk.com
07881 244249

East Anglia and North London
Jane Tolfts
jane.tolfts@risingstars-uk.com
07342 063043

The North Midlands
Jennie Hewett
jennie.hewett@risingstars-uk.com
07774 558 664

Kent, Sussex and East London
Nicola Morris
nicola.morris@risingstars-uk.com
07703 566479

Yorkshire
Liz Eamonson
liz.eamonson@risingstars-uk.com
07703 566690

Northants, Thames Valley,
Hertfordshire, West London
Mel Gregory
mel.gregory@risingstars-uk.com
07717 434614

To contact your local consultant for more information
simply visit risingstarsreadingplanet.com/contact

The launch pad to reading success!
risingstarsreadingplanet.com

risingstarsreadingplanet.com

Developed in association with
to spend
on
Reading
Planet

£50
voucher

risingstarsreadingplanet.com

(T&Cs apply, see inside)

£50 voucher to spend
on Reading Planet!

risingstarsreadingplanet.com

One copy of the Reading Planet
Reading Record
One copy of the Guide to
reading with your child
Reading Planet USB with audio
narratives for each book

You can also evaluate Rising Stars Reading Planet free for
30 days by ordering the Reading Planet Evaluation Pack.

Sample Teacher’s Guide notes
and activities for each book
2x

8 reading books

2x

2x

Teacher’s
Guide Sample
Notes and
Activities

2x

What’s included in your Evaluation Pack?
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Developed for the
20 14 national curriculum!
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The launch pad to reading success!
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One copy of the Reading Planet Reading Record
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on Reading Planet!

Reading Planet USB with audio narratives for each book
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M4 Corridor, South Wales
Neil Williams
neil.williams@risingstars-uk.com
07825 148774

Order your Pack here:
risingstarsreadingplanet.com/eval
Developed for the
20 14 national curriculum!
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